Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The lightning attachment process, which can be viewed as a transition from the leader stage to the return-stroke stage, is still one of the most poorly documented lightning processes \[Rakov and Uman, 2003, page 137\]^[@CR1]^, although considerable insights into this process have recently been made from the experiments with rocket-and-wire triggered lightning^[@CR2],[@CR3]^ and long laboratory sparks^[@CR4]^. It is generally assumed that the attachment process in natural lightning consists of two phases: the development of one or more upward leaders (one of which becomes the upward connecting leader (UCL)) and the so-called breakthrough phase (BTP), which is also known as the final jump. The BTP starts when the poorly-conducting streamer zones developing ahead of the hot channels of downward leader and UCL come in contact, and a common streamer zone is formed. One of the difficulties in optical imaging of the lightning attachment process is related to the fact that upward leaders and BTP are usually short (a few tens of meters or less) and faint and are followed, within a relatively short time interval, by a much brighter process, the return stroke, which commonly saturates one or more video frames.

Many researchers^[@CR5]--[@CR9]^ used high-speed video cameras to capture images of UCL in natural lightning terminated on towers or tall buildings, at which UCLs are generally longer. UCLs in rocket-triggered lightning were studied by Wang *et al*.^[@CR10]^, Biagi *et al*.^[@CR11]^, and Hill *et al*.^[@CR3]^. The BTP has been imaged only for rocket-triggered lightning^[@CR3],[@CR11]^ and for long laboratory sparks^[@CR4],[@CR12],[@CR13]^, and in all cases, except for the one presented by Kostinskiy *et al*.^[@CR4]^, the BTP was imaged in a single frame. It is worth noting that single-frame images of BTP could be influenced by the camera artifact called parasitic light sensitivity (PLS) \[Tran and Rakov^[@CR14]^; Hill and Mata^[@CR15]^; R. Corlan and P. Martello, personal communication, 2016\], which amounts to the "bleeding" of light to the BTP frame from the following frame saturated by the return stroke. Such image contamination can lead to misinterpretation of optical signatures captured immediately prior to the return-stroke onset.

The attachment process results in two current waves moving in opposite directions, one ascending toward the cloud and the other one descending toward ground^[@CR10],[@CR16],[@CR17]^. The latter current wave is expected to be reflected at the ground and catch up with the upward-moving current wave to form a single, upward-moving wave^[@CR18]^, which is traditionally viewed as the return stroke proper.

Jerauld *et al*.^[@CR19]^ analyzed the channel-base current of a rocket-triggered lightning stroke in conjunction with electromagnetic fields recorded a few hundred meters from the channel base. They observed two loops in the lightning channel near its termination point. The current exhibited a 2.2-μs slow front (SF) from 0 to 20 kA and a 0.2-μs fast transition (FT) from 20 to 27 kA. The SF was attributed to the acceleration of downward and upward leaders as they approached each other just prior to their final connection that produced the FT in the overall current waveform. Jerauld *et al*.^[@CR19]^ inferred the SF process to effectively launch a pair of kA-scale current waves propagating in opposite directions from the junction point at a speed of the order of 10^8^ m/s. Using the transmission line (TL) type models, they showed (see their Figure 11) that the SF in both close and distant field waveforms is insensitive on whether the return-stroke is assumed to start from the elevated junction point (two-wave TL model) or from ground (single-wave TL model). Nag *et al*.^[@CR20]^ additionally employed a three-wave TL model (included reflection of the downward return-stroke wave from ground) and found no significant influence on the shape of SF in both close and distant field waveforms.

Nag *et al*.^[@CR20]^ showed, via modeling, that the SF in electric field waveforms at far distances was primarily due to the radiation electric field component, while at near distances the contributions from electrostatic, induction, and radiation components were comparable. They also found that SF durations were similar at near and far distances, for both measured and model-predicted field waveforms. Both Jerauld *et al*.^[@CR19]^ and Nag *et al*.^[@CR20]^ attributed the SF in electric field to the SF in current. Nag *et al*.^[@CR20]^ explicitly stated (apparently for the first time) that the mechanism of SF formation in the current is related to the BTP of the attachment process, which means that the SF process begins when the streamer zones of the downward leader and UCL come in contact and that the following acceleration of hot leader channels takes place inside the common streamer zone, until their collision which signifies the end of the SF process and the beginning of the FT process.

Howard *et al*.^[@CR2]^ studied d*E*/d*t* pulses around the transition from leader to return-stroke stage in 3 natural lightning first strokes and 1 rocket-triggered-lightning stroke and identified three types of pulses (besides the regular step pulses), which they labeled the leader pulse burst (or just leader burst, LB), SF pulses, and the FT pulse. The LB was defined as a group of d*E*/d*t* pulses immediately preceding or at the onset of the SF and the SF pulses as d*E*/d*t* pulses occurring during the SF. As the name suggests, the FT pulse is the dominant d*E*/d*t* pulse during the FT part of the return-stroke waveform. In contrast with the SF and FT pulses, the LB pulses exhibited rapid movements and were prolific x-ray producers. \[X-ray bursts at the time of collision of opposite polarity streamers have been observed in laboratory spark experiments^[@CR21],[@CR22]^. Those observations have been followed by a number of modeling efforts^[@CR23]--[@CR25]^\]. The FT pulse and the SF pulses were all inferred to be of the same nature and associated with multiple connections sequentially made between downward negative and upward positive leaders during the BTP. Howard *et al*.^[@CR2]^ presented in their Figure 15 an optical image (video frame) showing a split triggered-lightning channel with two primary connections, one of which showing a smaller split (two subconnections), so that the total number of imaged connections was three. They related these three connections to the three major SF/FT pulses seen in their d*E*/d*t* records (see their Figure 14), which suggests that those connections were established at different times (sequentially) over the 2.1 μs duration of the BTP. Interestingly, the triggered-lightning event studied by Howard *et al*.^[@CR2]^ exhibited a 20 kA abrupt increase in the channel-base current associated with a SF pulse. Another sharp current rise occurred later, at the time of the FT pulse. The overall current peak was 45 kA (unusually high for triggered-lightning strokes).

More recently, Hill *et al*.^[@CR3]^ imaged the common streamer zone in rocket-triggered lightning strokes (see their Fig. 1a, 5, and 8), showed that the LB (which can be a single pulse) is associated with a fast increase from typically 10--20 A to many hundreds of amperes in the channel base current, and attributed that current increase to "the initial interactions of the downward and upward leader streamer zones". Sources of LB pulses were located within or immediately above the connection region between the downward leader and UCL. No rapid descent of those sources was observed (in contrast with the events studied by Howard *et al*.^[@CR2]^). They also related each of their SF/FT pulses with a fast, kiloampere-scale increase in the channel-base current followed by a decrease in current rate of rise. The arithmetic mean duration of the BTP in their study (measured between the abrupt current increase (onset of LB) and the FT pulse peak in the dI/dt record) was 1.77 μs, and the mean current associated with UCL just prior to LB was 16.7 A. Hill *et al*.^[@CR3]^ inferred from their correlated d*E*/d*t* and d*I*/d*t* records that each SF/FT pulse was associated with a current wave propagating from the junction point (connection region) to ground. They estimated that for SF pulses the speeds of those waves were 4.3 × 10^7^ to 1.6 × 10^8^ m/s, and for FT pulses they were 1.2 × 10^8^ to 1.6 × 10^8^ m/s.

Kostinskiy *et al*.^[@CR4]^ presented detailed observations of the connection between positive and negative leaders in meter-scale electric discharges generated by artificial clouds of negatively charged water droplets and discussed their implications for the attachment process in lightning. Optical images obtained with three different high-speed cameras (visible range with image enhancement (by a factor of 10^3^), visible-range regular, and infrared) and corresponding current records were used. Two frames with 100 and 50 ns exposure times separated by 2 μs, both showing the BTP, were presented for the first time. Significant branching of both leaders inside the common streamer zone was noted. Positive and negative leader speeds inside the common streamer zone were estimated for two events and found to be similar. Higher leader speeds were generally associated with higher leader currents.

Kostinskiy *et al*.^[@CR4]^ suggested that a sequence of breakdowns may be involved in bridging the common streamer zone. This may happen if, after the initial connection, the impedance of the connection region and the resultant voltage drop remain sufficiently high, an additional breakdown across that region may create an additional connection, in parallel with the initial one.

In this study, we present synchronized (within better than 200 ns or so) high-speed optical and wideband electromagnetic field records and examine them with a view toward improving our understanding of the attachment process in natural lightning. Our data set consists of 4 events (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), 2 of which are presented in the main paper and 2 in the Supplementary Section [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. The dynamics of UCLs and UULs, which were imaged in multiple frames for 3 events, are studied. Optical images of the BTP (common streamer zone), observed for the first time in natural lightning, are shown for 2 events, both presented in the main paper. Upward and downward leader speeds in virgin air and in the common streamer zone are compared. Currents during the BTP are estimated using the integrated magnetic field derivative (d*B*/d*t*) waveforms and peak currents reported by the U.S. National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN). Detailed comparison of characteristics of UCLs examined in this study and those found in the literature is presented in Supplementary Section [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.Table 1Summary of one first stroke and three new-ground-termination subsequent strokes in negative lightning flashes whose attachment process was imaged at LOG in 2016. Events 1106 and 1236 are presented in the main paper and events 1238 and 1239 in Supplementary Section S1. \*One of the UULs occurred before the UCL.Event IDFraming rate (kiloframes per second)Exposure time (μs)Dead time (μs)Stroke orderTotal number of strokesDistance (km)Spatial resolution (m)Maximum extent of UCL (m)UCL duration in virgin air (μs)UCL number of framesNumber of UULsNLDN-reported peak current (kA)11061246.361.69163.46.419---105512362103.651.11221.83.425761773812382103.651.11352.03.81121407.712392103.651.11241.93.6152964\*37Mean42.34.318427334

Data Presentation {#Sec2}
=================

Overview {#Sec3}
--------

The data presented here were obtained at the Lightning Observatory in Gainesville (LOG), Florida in 2016. Description of our experimental setup is found in the section titled "Methods" below. In 2016, the Phantom camera was configured to record close (within 6 km or so) lightning channels near ground. The purpose was to study the lightning attachment process with as high time resolution as possible with our camera. A total of 4 lightning events with detectable UCLs were captured. One of these events was the first stroke and three were new-ground-termination subsequent strokes, all four transporting negative charge to ground. Pertinent information on these strokes is summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. According to the NLDN, all strokes terminated on ground or grounded objects within 3.5 km of the LOG. The Phantom camera was installed about 24 m above ground level (AGL) and was pointing West, where the terrain is flat and mostly covered by trees. Within the camera FoV and within 4 km radius of LOG, there was only one tall structure, which is a 76-m high communication tower at a distance of 2.7 km from the LOG. None of the four events presented here terminated on that tower. Based on the video images and NLDN data, we inferred that all the strokes examined here terminated on tree tops. The maximum heights of 10 most common (66%) tree species in the Gainesville area are between 9 and 31 m, with the average maximum height being about 18.5 m^[@CR26]^. For those species, the average heights range from 6 to 27 m. In this study, we assume the lightning channel termination point to be at the bottom of the lowest luminous pixel of the imaged lightning channel trunk, although the lowest part of lightning channel could be somewhat obscured by other trees between that channel and the camera. If such tree obscuration occurs, it is expected that the actual UCL extent and duration are larger than reported here.

Of the four events presented here, three (one in the main paper and two in Supplementary Section [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) had their UCLs imaged in multiple frames, and one had its UCL seen in only one frame. Two of the three events, whose UCLs were each captured in multiple frames, also had unconnected upward leaders (UULs) imaged in multiple frames (one in the main paper and two in Supplementary Section [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). All distances and speeds estimated from optical images in this study are 2-D, which are likely to be underestimates of the actual 3-D ones by about 30%^[@CR27],[@CR28]^. The camera spatial resolution was computed as Δ*l* = *r* × *d*/*f*, where *r* is the horizontal distance between the channel termination and the camera (obtained from NLDN data), *d* = 20 μm (2 × 10^−5^ m) is the pixel size, and *f* = 10.5 mm (10.5 × 10^−3^ m) is the focal length. The NLDN median location error in Florida in 2012 has been reported to be 340 m^[@CR29]^ and is expected to be lower in 2016, after the most recent network upgrade completed in 2013^[@CR30]^. The 4 events reported here were located by the NLDN at distances of 3.4, 1.8, 2.0, and 1.9 km from the LOG, so that the 340-m median location error translates to relative distance errors of 10%, 19%, 17%, and 18%, respectively. Since Δ*l* is proportional to *r*, the relative errors in Δ*l* are the same. \[Similar results would be obtained if we used NLDN-reported semi-major axis lengths of 50% location error ellipses, which are 200, 200, 500, and 200 m for the 4 events presented here, in the same order as above.\] The length of both vertical and tilted channel sections was measured between the mid-points of the upper side of the highest pixel and that of the lower side of the lowest pixel and was assigned a ±1-pixel uncertainty. In this approach, a one-pixel channel is interpreted as having a length of 0 to 2 pixels, a two-pixel channel 1 to 3 pixels, and so on. All times given in this study are relative to the initial electric field peak of the corresponding return stroke, for which we have set *t* = 0.

The 2-D channel extension rate (speed) is computed as *v* = *L*/Δ*t*, where *L* is the 2-D channel extension and Δ*t* is the corresponding time interval. The uncertainty in *L* is equal to our spatial resolution Δ*l* (as defined above); that is, to +/−1 pixel referred to the image plane. It ranges from 6% to 50% with a mean of 28% (we excluded one single-pixel speed estimate for event 1236, between −25.7 μs and −6.6 μs, with a relative error in *L* of 100%). The relative error in Δ*t*, which is computed for the worst-case timing uncertainty of 200 ns (see Supplementary Section [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), ranges from 0.3% to 17% with a mean of 2.3%. As these errors are uncorrelated, the relative error in speed measurements was computed as the square root of the sum of squares of the relative errors in time and distance measurements. The relative speed errors, which are mostly due to errors in distance measurements, range from 6% to 50% with a mean of 28% (with one event excluded, as noted above).

Next, we will present and discuss two events, 1236 and 1106, which best illustrate the salient properties of the attachment process and, in particular, its BTP. The other two events, 1239 and 1238, are presented and discussed in Supplementary Section [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Figs. [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

Event 1236 {#Sec4}
----------

Event 1236 was the second stroke of a two-stroke flash that occurred at 20:24:04 (UT) on 15 August 2016. This stroke was recorded at a distance of 1.8 km from the LOG. The first stroke of this flash was also captured by the camera but its record did not clearly show the attachment process, probably due to its larger distance (5.4 km) from the LOG. The 2-D distance between the first and second strokes was 3.9 km, so that the images of the second stroke presented here are not affected by the first stroke.

Figure [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows selected frames between −82.8 and −1.9 μs that were cropped on the left and on the right, while preserving the full vertical FoV. The first stroke (not shown here) was completely outside of the cropped frames. The UCL was first imaged at −82.8 μs as a single luminous pixel, which faded away in the next frame (not shown in Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In frame −73.3 μs, the UCL brightened 2 pixels, which corresponds to a length of 6.8 m. The downward leader (DL) first entered the camera FoV in frame −35.2 μs (not shown in Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and slightly brightened 2 horizontally adjacent pixels at the top of the frame (61 m above the strike point). A 14-m long faintly luminous region is seen near the top of the immediately following frame at −30.5 μs, which we attribute to the negative-leader streamer zone, possibly the negative streamer corona burst produced in the step-formation process just above the camera FoV. The bright DL channel has entered the FoV at −25.7 μs, possibly causing intensification of UCL and triggering multiple UULs, as seen at −20.9 μs. \[Some of the UULs could be triggered by downward stepped leader branches that were outside the camera's FoV.\] A total of 7 UULs were observed (see frames −20.9, −16.2, −11.4, and −1.9 μs). These UULs were pulsating (brightened in one frame and then faded or disappeared in the following frame). The 2-D distance between these UULs and the UCL ranged from 7 to 45 m with a mean of 21 m. Note that the origination heights of some UULs are different from that of the UCL (labeled "Strike point" in the −82.8 μs frame), which might be due to not only different heights of upward-leader-launching objects, but also due to their different distances from the camera.Figure 1(**a**) Selected (not consecutive in the top row) frames of the attachment process of event 1236 from −82.8 to −1.9 μs showing the development of the downward leader, UCL, and 7 UULs. The end-of-exposure time is given in each frame. The interframe interval is 4.7 µs, and the pixel size is 3.4 m × 3.4 m. The UCL was first visible in frame −82.8 μs. In frames −6.6 and −1.9 μs, the non-saturated post-FT channel pixels seen at 1.4 ms are marked by red and white dots. Frame −1.9 μs immediately preceding the FT frame shows a 6.7-m non-saturated luminous region (labeled "Connection region") between the downward leader and the UCL. All frames are processed in the same way (background-luminosity subtracted, inverted, and contrast-enhanced) for improved visualization, except for frame −1.9 μs. (**b**) Still photograph of multiple UULs near the main lightning channel observed in New Mexico. Reproduced from Cummins *et al*., Fig. 4a^[@CR31]^ with permission.

The UCL in our event 1236 exhibited what we interpreted as two branches (labeled in the −6.6 μs frame of Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This interpretation is based on the detailed analysis of the time evolution of corresponding groups of pixels. The left UCL branch was 14 m long and became part of the main return-stroke channel. The latter is marked by red and white dots in frames −6.6 and −1.9 μs of Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, these dots representing the return-stroke channel imaged at 1.4 ms (when there was no light blooming like in frame −1.9 μs). The right UCL branch appears to be unconnected, but could have produced a temporary connection that did not survive for 1.4 ms, during which the return stroke exhibited intense light blooming. The bottom two pixels appeared to constitute the UPL trunk, between the branching and termination points. This trunk was included in the length of each of the two branches, while computing their extension speeds, i.e. the length of each branch was measured between its tip and the assumed strike point. Using the overall duration (76.2 μs) and the corresponding length of each of the two UCL branches, the average speeds of the left and right branches were estimated to be 1.8 × 10^5^ and 2.6 × 10^5^ m/s, respectively. It is not clear why the main connection was made to the fainter and slower developing left branch.

Figure [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} is a portion of the 10-s-exposure high-resolution image of lightning obtained in New Mexico and reported by Cummins *et al*.^[@CR31]^. Shown in Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} are the bottom 11 m or so of the main channel (in the center) and 12 UULs, 6 of which are branched. For these 12 UULs, the mean length and mean distance to the strike point were 4.1 m and 8.8 m, respectively. We believe that our multiple UULs, although poorly resolved, are similar to those seen in Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

It is interesting to compare the alternating dynamics of the left and right DL branches in frames −16.2 μs, −11.4 μs, and −6.6 μs in Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. At −16.2 μs, the left branch (its streamer zone) just enters the FoV, while the right branch exhibits about 3-m elongation relative to the previous frame and light blooming. At −11.4 μs, the left branch shows about 7-m elongation and is blooming, while the right one does not extend and the UCL (apparently interacting with the right branch) becomes fainter. At −6.6 μs, the left branch does not extend and its blooming is reduced, while the right branch shows a step-wise extension by more than 10 m, labeled "Space-leader-like formation", accompanied by significant intensification of UCL. We speculate that the step-wise extension facilitated both negative and positive streamer bursts (from DL and UCL tips, respectively) leading to the establishment of the common streamer zone during the dead time between frames −6.6 µs and −1.9 µs, as discussed below.

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the electric field, d*B*/d*t*, and current inferred from integrated d*B*/d*t*, with the FT pulse and other features up to 30 μs prior to it marked. The current was estimated assuming that the magnetic field and current for LB, SF, and FT are proportional to each other, as predicted by the transmission line (TL) model^[@CR32]^. This approach implies that the LB, SF, and FT field signatures (the initial 5 μs or so of the return-stroke field waveform, including the LB and SF) are essentially radiation, which is supported by essentially identical shapes of the electric field and integrated dB/dt (current) fronts. The applicability of the TL model to both SF and FT was demonstrated by Jerauld *et al*.^[@CR19]^ and Nag *et al*.^[@CR20]^. The use of the TL model requires a value of the return-stroke speed, which is unknown. In order to avoid this difficulty, we assigned the NLDN-reported peak current to the integrated d*B*/d*t* waveform peak, so that the rest of the waveform was scaled accordingly. The median absolute error in NLDN-reported peak currents for regular subsequent strokes is 14%^[@CR29]^ and it is assumed here (see work of Rakov *et al*.^[@CR33]^ for a discussion of this issue) to be not much different from 14% for first and new-ground-termination subsequent strokes. Note that the d*B*/d*t* waveform for event 1236 was slightly saturated (clipped), and that the electric field waveform was used to reconstruct the corresponding B-field peak.Figure 2(**a**) Electric field, (**b**) d*B*/d*t*, and (**c**) inferred current of event 1236. Blank areas correspond to exposure times and shaded areas to dead times, as determined from the Strobe signal (shown in red) of the camera. The beginning of SF is marked by the beginning of the ramp in d*B*/d*t* record and is preceded by the LB. The beginning of FT is the abrupt in d*B*/d*t* rate-of-rise at the end of the SF ramp. The common streamer zone is assumed to be established at the beginning or immediately after the onset of LB and completely bridged by the hot leader channels at the end of SF (the beginning of FT). The end of exposure of frame −1.9 μs occurred after the SF pulse (marked in (**b**)), but before the end of SF. Thus, the connection region marked in frame −1.9 μs in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} represents the common streamer zone. The d*B*/d*t* is clipped at about 2.5 T/s. The corresponding electric field waveform was used to reconstruct the current inferred from the slightly saturated d*B*/d*t* waveform.

In this study, the beginning of SF was defined as the start of the characteristic ramp in the d*B*/d*t* record (see Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The LB was defined as a group of pulses or a single pulse in the d*B*/d*t* record that immediately precedes the beginnings of SF and is associated with a hump in the corresponding electric field (or inferred current) waveform. The onset of the LB was identified (somewhat subjectively) as the beginning of the first pulse that was deemed to belong to the burst. The beginning of FT was defined as the abrupt increase in the d*B*/d*t* rate-of-rise at the end of SF that culminated in the dominant d*B*/d*t* peak. The beginnings of LB, SF, and FT are marked by vertical lines in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Following Hill *et al*.^[@CR3]^, we assume that the establishment of the common streamer zone (CSZ) occurs at the beginning of the LB (see Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The initial length of the CSZ is defined here as the distance between the DL and UCL tips at the onset of LB. The duration of BTP, which is characterized by the existence of common streamer zone (marked in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), is measured between the beginning of LB and the end of SF (or the beginning of FT) in the d*B*/d*t* waveform. In other words, the duration of BTP is the sum of durations of LB and SF. The LB was probably associated with the step-wise extension of the right branch of DL in frame −6.6 μs.

It follows from Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, where blank areas correspond to exposure times and shaded areas to dead times of the camera, that the exposure of frame −1.9 μs ended during the SF, when the current estimated from the integrated d*B*/d*t* was 9.9 kA. At the end of the SF, the current reached 19 kA, relative to the post-LB level which is not the same as the pre-LB level. The LB current hump peak was 2.4 kA. The FT duration measured from the end of SF to the initial peak in the electric field (or inferred current) waveform was 0.71 μs with the corresponding current rise being 18 kA, so that the overall current peak was 38 kA. The average speed of the DL (right branch) from −25.7 μs to −6.6 μs was 7.2 × 10^5^ m/s. For the same time interval, the speeds of the left and right branches of UCL were 1.8 × 10^5^ and 3.5 × 10^5^ m/s, respectively.

The end of exposure of frame −6.6 μs happened to be very close to the beginning of the LB. Therefore, the BTP started around the end of exposure of frame −6.6 μs, so that during the dead time and the exposure time of frame −1.9 μs the two leaders extended inside their CSZ. Between frames −6.6 and −1.9 μs, the negative and positive leaders each traveled 12 m and their frame-to-frame speeds each were 2.5 × 10^6^ m/s. \[Similar speeds for oppositely charged leaders developing inside the CSZ were also reported by Kostinskiy *et al.* ^[@CR4]^\] The initial length of the CSZ, assumed to be equal to the distance between the tips of the DL and the left UCL branch at −6.6 μs, was 29 m. No optical evidence of CSZ is seen in frame −6.6 μs, which we interpret as resulting from either (1) its luminosity being below the camera detection level or (2) the actual CSZ onset occurring immediately after the end of exposure of frame −6.6 μs. In any event, frame −6.6 μs shows the lightning image at the very beginning of or just prior to the BTP. In frame −1.9 μs, the CSZ is seen as a relatively low-luminosity region (labeled "Connection region" in Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) with highly-luminous (saturated) channel sections both above and below that region. The CSZ length at −1.9 μs was about 6.7 m (2 non-saturated pixels). It is worth mentioning that the connection-region luminosity in frame −1.9 μs might be influenced by the scattered light from the hot leader channels above and below it. However, the presence of CSZ at −1.9 μs is evidenced by the field and inferred current records shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. We were not able to quantify the possible contribution of scattered light to the luminosity of connection region. As shown in Supplementary Section [S4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, the CSZ luminosity is not materially influenced by the parasitic light sensitivity (PLS) of the camera.

The rate of replacement of the relatively-high-impedance 6.7-m long CSZ seen in frame −1.9 μs by a highly-conducting channel at the end of the SF (or at the beginning of FT) was 6.3 × 10^6^ m/s. It was computed by dividing the CSZ length (6.7 m) by the time interval (1.19 μs) between the end-of-exposure of pre-FT frame (−1.9 μs) and the beginning of FT in the dB/dt record (−0.71 μs). If we assume (following Kostinskiy *et al*.^[@CR4]^ and Tran and Rakov^[@CR34]^) that the DL and UCL extended during the last 1.19 μs at the same speed, the speed value for each of them can be found as one-half of the replacement rate and is equal to 3.2 × 10^6^ m/s. The leaders were observed to accelerate inside the CSZ, from 7.2 × 10^5^ m/s for the negative leader and 1.8 × 10^5^ m/s for the positive leader just prior to the BTP to 2.5 × 10^6^ m/s (for each of the two leaders) from −6.6 μs to −1.9 μs and to 3.2 × 10^6^ m/s (for each of the two leaders) from −1.9 μs to −0.71 μs (the beginning of FT). These are the first speed profiles of positive and negative leaders inside the CSZ in lightning. Interestingly, the acceleration of UCL at the transition from virgin air to CSZ is considerably greater than that of DL (by a factor of 14 vs. a factor of 3.5).

Event 1106 {#Sec5}
----------

Figure [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows 3 consecutive frames, from −16.8 to −0.72 μs, as well as the post-FT channel at 312.8 μs for event 1106, which is the first stroke in a 6-stroke flash that occurred at 16:34:46 (UT) on 18 June 2016. The DL was first detected at −65.1 μs when it entered the camera FoV (not shown in Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Between −65.1 and −8.8 μs, the DL extended over 58 m at an average speed of 9.1 × 10^5^ m/s. From −8.8 to −0.72 μs, the DL extended over 30 m at a frame-to-frame speed of 3.7 × 10^6^ m/s. The UCL was seen only in frame −0.72 μs, where it had a length of 19 m, so that the lower bound of UCL frame-to-frame speed was 2.4 × 10^6^ m/s (we assumed that the UCL was initiated at the end of exposure of frame −8.8 µs). One can see from the field and inferred current records in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} that the CSZ existed for about 90% of the 6.36-μs exposure time of the pre-FT (pre-initial-peak) frame or 71% of the −8.8 to −0.72 μs interframe interval. Thus, between −8.8 and −0.72 μs, the DL and UCL developed mostly inside the CSZ, which is supported by their estimated speed values of the order of 10^6^ m/s. We cannot rule out the possibility that the UCL existed in frame −8.8 μs, but was not detected due to its low luminosity and relatively large distance (3.4 km). No UULs were observed in this event. Figure 3(**a**) Three consecutive frames of the attachment process of event 1106 from −16.8 to −0.72 μs showing the downward leader, UCL, and CSZ. Also shown, as a reference, is the post-FT channel at 312.8 μs. The end-of-exposure time is shown in each frame. (**b**), (**c**), and (**d**) Electric field, d*B*/d*t*, and inferred current, respectively. In (**b**--**d**), blank areas correspond to exposure times and shaded areas to dead times of the camera, as determined from the Strobe signal (shown in red). The beginnings of LB, SF, and FT are marked by vertical lines. The relatively low-luminosity pixel in frame −0.72 μs, labeled "Connection region" in (**a**), is the common streamer zone.

The corresponding electric field, d*B*/d*t*, and inferred current are shown in Fig. [3b, c, and d](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. By "rolling back" the DL at the corresponding frame-to-frame speed (3.7 × 10^6^ m/s) and the UCL at its lower-bound speed (2.4 × 10^6^ m/s) to −6.4 μs; that is, to the onset of LB, at which the CSZ was established, the initial CSZ length was roughly estimated to be 40 m. The corresponding UCL length was about 6 m.

The peak of the current hump associated with the LB was 3.1 kA. The SF duration and current increase were 4.0 μs and 22 kA, respectively, and for the FT they were 0.71 μs and 31 kA. The current increase during the entire BTP was 24 kA, which is 44% of the overall current peak (55 kA).

The CSZ is seen in frame −0.72 μs as a faintly luminous region (6.4 m long) between the UCL and the DL, which is labeled "Connection region". Pixels immediately above and below the connection region are saturated. The frame exposure ended around the beginning of FT, when the current was inferred to be 24 kA. Due to our timing uncertainty, the −0.72 μs frame can show either the very end of the BTP (just before the final bridging of the CSZ by hot leader channels) or the beginning of the FT process. In any event, the connection appears to be not completed at −0.72 μs, as evidenced by comparison of channel images in frames −0.72 μs and 312.8 μs (no obscuration of the channel at the position of the connection region is seen).

Results and Discussion {#Sec6}
======================

In this section, we will summarize and discuss our results on the dynamics of UCLs, the extension of negative and positive leaders inside the common streamer zone, and characteristics of LB, SF, BTP, and FT. We will also compare our natural lightning results with those previously reported for rocket-triggered lightning and long laboratory sparks. Recall that our data set consists of 4 events (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), 2 of which are presented in the main paper and 2 in the Supplementary Section [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

Characteristics of UCLs {#Sec7}
-----------------------

We obtained multi-frame optical images of UCLs and their causative downward negative leaders in lightning strikes inferred to terminate on trees of about 10--30 m in height. This is in contrast with previous high-speed video observations of the attachment process in natural lightning found in the literature, most of which, if not all, involve towers or tall buildings^[@CR5]--[@CR9]^ or are lacking actual images of UCLs^[@CR35]^.

The maximum extents of 4 UCLs studied here ranged from 11 to 25 m with a mean of 18 m (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The mean height of DL tip at the assumed onset of UCL (striking distance) was \>53 m (median = 62 m) vs. 88 m for 3 strikes to two highly-exposed 14-story buildings, 60 m or so in height, studied by Saba *et al*.^[@CR9]^. Three UCLs in the present study were observed to extend in virgin air for 21, 29, and 76 μs vs. hundreds of microseconds reported by Saba *et al*.^[@CR9]^. The majority of our UCLs exhibited a pulsating behavior (brightening/fading cycles), which might have been related to downward leader branching and stepping. In two events, we also observed multiple UULs that exhibited a similar pulsating behavior. Two-dimensional speeds of UCLs and downward leaders are summarized in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. UCL speeds in virgin air ranged from 1.8 × 10^5^ to 6.0 × 10^5^ m/s with a mean of 3.4 × 10^5^ m/s, which are considerably higher than those (4.3 × 10^4^ to 6.2 × 10^4^ m/s) reported by Saba *et al*.^[@CR9]^ for natural lightning strikes to the 14-story buildings. In our study, for 2 events, the downward negative leaders in virgin air exhibited a factor of 3 to 4 higher speeds than the corresponding UCL did and about a factor of 2 lower speed for 1 event. Further information on UCLs studied here and on their comparison with those found in the literature is found in Supplementary Section [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Compared to Saba *et al*.'s study^[@CR9]^, our UCLs started later and propagated faster, suggesting that the electric field at the prospective strike object reached the threshold for stable leader initiation later, but the resultant UCL was more vigorous due to the proximity of the approaching DL. Further studies are needed to clarify the role of the strike object in determining the characteristics of lightning attachment process.  The UCL can be preceded by a UUL (see event 1239), which means that the initiation of upward leader does not necessarily determine the strike point.Table 22D speeds of downward negative leaders and UCLs, initial length of common streamer zone, and BTP current for the 4 events studied in this paper.Event IDHeight of downward leader tip at the initiation of UCL (m)Height of downward leader tip at the onset of common streamer zone (m)Speed in virgin air (10^5^ m/s)Initial length of common streamer zone (m)Speed in common steamer zone (10^6^ m/s)Speed immediately prior to FT^c^ (10^6^ m/s)Current at the end of exposure of pre-FT frame (kA)Downward leaderUCLSpeed ratio (DL/UCL)Downward leaderUCLSpeed ratio (DL/UCL)110659^a^469.1------403.72.41.5---231236\>64427.21.84.1292.52.51.03.29.9123819---2.86.00.5---------------2.5123969447.72.63.029---------3.8---Mean\>53^b^446.73.42.5333.12.51.33.512Sample size43433322223^a^Assuming that the UCL was initiated at the end of exposure of frame −8.8 μs.^b^Median = 62 m.^c^Speeds of UCL and downward leader are assumed to be equal to each other.

For an anomalous triggered lightning flash, Wang *et al*.^[@CR17]^ found that the two return stroke current waves were initiated at a height of about 23 m above the strike object (at the junction point between the downward leader and upward connecting leader), and the initiation was associated with the beginning of the SF front. They have concluded that both the SF and FT "start at the return stroke initiation height". In our study, the heights of the downward leader tip at the time of CSZ onset could be estimated for 3 of the 4 events and ranged from 42 to 46 m, with the corresponding NLDN-reported peak currents ranging from 37 to 55 kA. For comparison, in two photoelectric studies of Wang *et al*.^[@CR17],[@CR36]^ the return-stroke initiation heights for 4 first strokes were estimated to be 12 to 63 m, with the corresponding NLDN-reported peak currents being 8.9 to 76 kA.

Characteristics of negative and positive leaders inside the common streamer zone {#Sec8}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Frame-to-frame leader speeds inside the CSZ have been estimated for two events, 1106 and 1236, and are presented in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. For event 1106, the negative leader speed is 1.5 times higher than that of the positive one. For event 1236, the speeds are the same (2.5 × 10^6^ m/s) for both polarities. For events 1236 and 1239 (the latter one is presented in Supplementary Section [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), we additionally estimated leader speeds between the end of exposure of the pre-FT frame and the end of SF (beginning of FT), based on the assumption that the positive and negative leader speeds are equal to each other. Under this assumption, the speed of each of the two leaders is equal to one-half of the final-common-streamer-zone-bridging rate, yielding similar values, 3.2 × 10^6^ and 3.8 × 10^6^ m/s for events 1236 and 1239, respectively. Interestingly, Kostinskiy *et al*.^[@CR4]^, who studied electric discharges generated by artificial clouds of negatively-charged water droplets, reported that the speeds for positive and negative leaders inside the CSZ were similar, regardless of leader polarity, and ranged from 5.2 × 10^4^ to 5.5 × 10^4^ m/s. In event 1236 presented in Figs. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the negative leader speed increased from 7.2 × 10^5^ (in virgin air) to 2.5 × 10^6^, and then to 3.2 × 10^6^ m/s immediately prior to the FT. The positive leader (UCL) accelerated considerably faster, from 1.8 × 10^5^ (in virgin air) to 2.5 × 10^6^, and then to 3.2 × 10^6^ m/s. For both leaders, the second and third speed values were observed inside the CSZ. The ratio of DL to UCL speeds inside the CSZ was on average 1.3 (N = 2) vs. 2.5 (N = 3) in virgin air. As noted in subsection titled "Overview", the relative errors in our speed measurements range from 6% to 50% with a mean of 28% after one single-pixel event (for which the error is \~100%) has been excluded.

Single-frame images of CSZ (that is, BTP in progress) were obtained for two events: 1106 (frame −0.72 μs in Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and 1236 (frame −1.9 μs in Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In those images, the CSZ appeared as a relatively low-luminosity region between the saturated channels of the DL and UCL.

For 3 events, the inferred currents at the end of exposure of pre-FT (pre-initial-peak) frame were 2.5, 9.9, and 23 kA, which are much higher than expected currents (usually less than a few hundreds of amperes^[@CR3],[@CR37],[@CR38]^) associated with UULs and UCLs (prior to the BTP onset), but significantly lower than the corresponding overall return-stroke peak currents (7.7, 38, and 55 kA, respectively).

Characteristics of leader burst, slow front, breakthrough phase, and fast transition {#Sec9}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Pertinent characteristics of LB, SF, BTP, and FT are summarized in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. The mean durations of LB, SF, BTP, and FT are 1.9, 2.8, 4.7, and 0.6 μs, respectively. The mean LB current hump peak is 2.1 kA, and the mean current increases during SF, BTP, and FT are 15, 16, and 18 kA, respectively. Note that the events associated with a relatively large BTP current increase tend to have a larger FT current increase. The current at the end of BTP (at the instant the CSZ is bridged by colliding hot leader channels) is approximately one-half of the overall current peak. Thus, about one-half of the current peak traditionally attributed to the return-stroke process is associated with two leaders extending toward each other to collision inside the CSZ.Table 3Characteristics of LB, SF, BTP, and FT of the 4 events studied in this paper.Event IDLBSFBTPFTNLDN-reported peak current^d^ (kA)Onset time (μs)Duration (μs)Current hump peak (kA)Number of pulsesDuration (μs)Number of superimposed pulsesCurrent increase^a^ (kA)Duration^b^ (μs)Current increase^c^ (kA)Duration (μs)Current increase (kA)1106−6.41.73.124.07225.7240.7131551236−6.72.12.453.91196.0200.7118381238−3.72.00.421.313.43.33.60.374.17.71239−4.41.92.741.91163.8180.601937Mean−5.31.92.132.83154.7160.601834^a^SF current increase is measured relative to the current level immediately after the LB seen in the d*B*/d*t* record.^b^BTP duration is the sum of LB and SF durations.^c^BTP current increase is measured relative to the current level (essentially zero) immediately prior to the LB onset seen in the d*B*/d*t* record.^d^Due to the normalization of inferred peak current to the NLDN-reported peak current, the sum of BTP and FT current increases is equal to the NDLN-reported peak current.

The LB current hump peak is comparable to the expected step current peak of negative leaders near ground. It appears that the LB process differs from the regular leader step in that the negative corona streamer burst of the former makes contact with the positive streamer zone of grounded UCL channel, connecting the DL channel to the ground via a relatively-high-impedance common streamer zone.

Interestingly, in distant natural lightning electric field waveforms, the SF magnitude is 40% of the return-stroke field peak for both first strokes and subsequent strokes initiated by dart-stepped leaders^[@CR39]^. Further, for those two types of strokes, the mean SF durations in the electric field waveforms are 4.1 and 2.1 μs, very close to, respectively, the mean BTP durations for our 4 natural lightning events (4.7 μs) and 51 rocket-triggered-lightning events studied by Hill *et al*.^[@CR3]^ (1.8 μs). For comparison, for subsequent strokes initiated by dart leaders in natural lightning, the relative SF magnitude and duration are 25% and 0.9 μs, respectively^[@CR39]^.

Comparison of the attachment process in natural lightning, rocket-triggered lightning, and long laboratory sparks {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Comparison of the attachment process characteristics in natural lightning \[this study\], in rocket-triggered lightning^[@CR3]^, and in long laboratory sparks^[@CR4]^ is presented in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. The primary difference between rocket-triggered lightning and natural lightning, when the attachment process is concerned, is the availability of a previously-conditioned (warm-air) path to the strike point, which facilitates the occurrence of lower-peak-current strokes in rocket-triggered lightning, compared to new-ground-termination strokes in natural lightning. Laboratory sparks develop in virgin air, similar to new-ground-termination strokes in natural lightning, but occur on much smaller spatial scales. The significant differences between lightning and laboratory sparks and between first and subsequent lightning strokes in terms of the electric potential, gap length, or charge transfer are not likely to materially influence (at least qualitatively) the physical processes in the CSZ. Indeed, according to Kostinskiy *et al*.^[@CR4]^, the discharge processes in the streamer zone of a leader in virgin air are determined by the electric field produced by the charges of leader tip, charges on a short segment of leader channel (including its corona sheath) just behind the tip, and charges of streamers forming the streamer zone; they only weakly depend on the large-scale external electric field produced by charges in the cloud, on leader branches (if any), etc. During the breakthrough phase, the electric field intensity inside the CSZ increases, as the two oppositely-charged hot leader channels approach each other, and the influence of the external field on the processes there becomes even less significant.Table 4Characteristics of the attachment process in natural lightning strokes \[this study\] vs. those in rocket-triggered lightning strokes \[Hill *et al*.^[@CR3]^\] and in long spark discharges produced by artificial clouds of negatively charged water droplets \[Kostinskiy *et al*.^[@CR4]^\].ParameterNatural lightning \[this study\]Rocket-triggered lightning \[Hill *et al*.^[@CR3]^\]Discharges^c^ produced by artificial clouds \[Kostinskiy *et al*.^[@CR4]^\]MinMaxAMSample sizeMinMaxAMSample sizeEvent 1 (Figs. 1 and 2)^d^Event 2 (Figs. 3 and 4)^d^Maximum UCL extent, m11251843.5116.93\~1\~1UCL duration, μs21764235.0211151\>30\~50BTP duration, μs3.36.04.740.8\*4.6\*1.8\*512.02.4Initial common streamer zone length, m2940333\~6.0\~10\~8.02\>0.17\>0.2Current^a^ at the end of SF (BTP), kA^b^3.6241643.67.86.235.7A4AReturn-stroke peak current, kA^b^7.7553441215143\>8A\>8AEnd-of-SF current^a^ relative to peak current, %43524843253463\<71\<50^a^Corresponds to the BTP current increase in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}.^b^Except for the last two columns in which currents are given in amperes.^c^It is possible that in these discharges the upward positive leader was initiated before the onset of the downward negative leader in the cloud.^d^References to Figs 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to Kostinskiy *et al*.^[@CR4]^. \*Additionally includes the rise time (of the order of 100 ns) of the FT pulse in dI/dt record.

In general, parameters for natural lightning in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} are 2--4 times greater than their counterparts for rocket-triggered lightning. Arithmetic means of maximum UCL extent and BTP duration for rocket-triggered lightning are a factor 2 to 3 smaller than for natural lightning, while for the UCL duration and initial length of CSZ the difference is about a factor of 4. The final BTP (pre-FT) current in rocket-triggered lightning is a factor of 2 to 3 lower than in natural lightning, which is similar to the difference between the overall return-stroke peak currents.

It appears from the comparison of our results for natural lightning with those for triggered lightning^[@CR3]^ and for long laboratory sparks^[@CR4]^, along with other observations reviewed in the Introduction, that in each case the attachment process involves a UCL, formation of CSZ between the hot channels of downward leader and UCL, and bridging of CSZ by colliding hot leader channels. Based on that comparison, we infer that phenomenologically the attachment process of all three types of electric discharges represented in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} is essentially the same.

Summary {#Sec11}
=======

UCLs with lengths ranging from 11 to 25 m (inferred to be mostly initiated from trees) were observed using a high-speed camera operating at either 124 or 210 kiloframes per second. Both UCLs and UULs exhibited a pulsating behavior, which might be due to the stepping and branching of the descending negative leader, including alternating extension of competing branches. UCL speeds in virgin air ranged from 1.8 × 10^5^ to 6.0 × 10^5^ m/s with a mean of 3.4 × 10^5^ m/s. For 2 events, the causative downward leaders within about 100 m of the ground extended 3 to 4 times faster than the corresponding UCLs did, and in 1 event the UCL speed was twice that of the downward leader.First optical images of the breakthrough phase (common streamer zone) in natural lightning were obtained for 2 events. The initial lengths of common streamer zones for 3 events were estimated to be about 30--40 m. For 1 event, a space-leader-like formation, accompanied by significant intensification of UCL, was imaged. We speculate that the step-wise extension facilitated both negative and positive streamer bursts (from DL and UCL tips, respectively) leading to the establishment of the common streamer zone. The UCL can be preceded by a UUL, which means that the initiation of upward leader does not necessarily determine the strike point.First complete speed profile for colliding positive and negative leaders was estimated. Specifically, in event 1236, the negative leader speed increased from 7.2 × 10^5^ in virgin air to 2.5 × 10^6^ (by a factor of 3.5), and then to 3.2 × 10^6^ m/s just prior to the FT. The positive leader accelerated from 1.8 × 10^5^ (in virgin air) to 2.5 × 10^6^ (by a factor of 14), and then to 3.2 × 10^6^ m/s.Using integrated d*B*/d*t* waveforms, NLDN-reported peak current, and a transmission-line-type model, we inferred the LB current hump peak, as well as current increases during the SF and FT. The LB current hump peak is on average about 2 kA, which is comparable to the expected step-pulse current peak in negative leaders near ground. It appears that the LB process differs from the regular leader step in that the negative corona streamer burst of the former makes contact with the positive streamer zone of grounded UCL channel, thus connecting the DL channel to the ground via a relatively-high-impedance common streamer zone. The BTP and FT current increases were on average 16 and 18 kA, respectively; that is, they contributed about equally to the overall current peak. Thus, about one-half of the current peak traditionally attributed to the return-stroke process is actually associated with two leaders extending toward each other to collision inside the CSZ.Characteristics of the attachment process in natural lightning studied here were compared with their counterparts in rocket-triggered lightning and in long sparks. Arithmetic means of maximum UCL extent and BTP duration for rocket-triggered lightning were a factor 2 to 3 smaller than for natural lightning, while for the UCL duration and initial length of CSZ the difference was about a factor of 4. The final BTP (pre-FT) current in rocket-triggered lightning was a factor of 2 to 3 lower than in natural lightning, which is similar to the difference between the corresponding overall return-stroke peak currents. The BTP duration in long sparks is similar to that in rocket-triggered lightning.

Methods {#Sec12}
=======

The data were obtained at the Lightning Observatory in Gainesville (LOG), Florida, which is located on the roof of a five-story building on campus of the University of Florida. The experimental setup currently includes low-gain and high-gain electric field measuring systems, electric field derivative (d*E*/d*t*) and magnetic field derivative (d*B*/d*t*) measuring systems, an x-ray detector, and 4 high-speed optical systems, a Phantom V310 camera, a Megaspeed HHC-X2 camera, a Total-Sky Imager^[@CR40]^, and a LAPOS photoelectric instrument^[@CR17]^. All optical data presented in this paper were obtained with the Phantom camera, whose settings were tuned to study the lightning attachment process. Additionally, data from the U.S. National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) were used.

The useful bandwidth of the low-gain electric field measuring system is from 16 Hz to 10 MHz (decay time constant is 10 ms). For the high-gain system, it is from 360 Hz to 10 MHz, and the decay time constant is 440 *μ*s. The upper frequency response of both d*E*/d*t* and d*B*/d*t* measuring systems is 10 MHz. The electromagnetic field record lengths were 1 s with 0.4 s pretrigger. Time delays due to signal propagation along coaxial cables and fiber-optic links have been removed in presenting the waveforms. Both the optical and field records were GPS-time stamped. The uncertainty in alignment of the frame exposure time of the Phantom camera with the field records was better than 200 ns or so (see Supplementary Section [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Supplementary Fig. [S4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The Phantom camera had 12-bit depth in its pixel value and was coupled with a 10.5-mm lens, whose relative aperture (f-number) was set to f/2.8. The camera framing rate was either 124.2 kiloframes per second (6.36 μs exposure time and 1.69 μs deadtime) or 210 kiloframes per second (3.65 μs exposure time and 1.11 μs deadtime). The corresponding frame resolutions (horizontal × vertical) were 1008 × 24 and 512 × 24 pixels, respectively. For the four recorded events, the vertical size of the field-of-view (FoV) ranged from 88 to 154 m, and the spatial resolution ranged from 3.4 to 6.4 m. The camera settings were selected to maximize the time resolution, which could be accomplished only at the expense of spatial resolution. As shown in Supplementary Section [S4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, our optical records are not materially affected by PLS. The camera spectral sensitivity was about 30--40% quantum efficiency (QE) in the bandwidth from 425 to 750 nm and 20--30% QE in the 750--810 nm range.
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